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on-site SHREDDING

On-site shredding of storage media
Green Mountain, in collaboration with CHG-MERIDIAN Skien,
wants to offer on-site shredding of storage media.

destroyed. This is transported to an approved waste disposal
facility for electronic waste.

All storage media are exchanged at some point either due to
capacity or maintenance routines, and it is important to handle
this in a safe and environmentally friendly way. On-site hard
drive shredding is a safe way to handle outdated or defective
hard drives. By destroying units on-site in an already secure
environment, any risk due to transport is minimized.

Green Mountain and CHG-MERIDIAN offer granulation using a
MAXXeGUARD shredder designed to meet the highest safety
standards and can slice the hard drives down to 1 mm pieces.

To ensure the environmental management of the residual
electronic waste, CHG-MERIDIAN has an agreement with
several recycling companies. CHG-MERIDIAN takes responsibility for removal of the remaining’s of the media after they are

CHG-MERIDIAN will visit Green Mountains DC1 and DC2 on
regular basis. Please let your contact person in Green Mountain
know when you need the service done. CHG-MERIDIAN will
assist all Green Mountain clients to operate the shredder and
can witness and confirm the destruction of the media along
with the customer. Secure data destruction certificates can be
used as documentation in relation to GDPR routines.

Secure data shredding takes time, it is therefore important that
you report the volume your need to shred so we can estimate
the right time for the service.
Green Mountain and CHG-MERIDIAN also offer
• On-site erasure at secure location
• Documentation and certificates for the data erasure for
use in GDPR work
• Personnel to witness the erasure with customer
• Safety level H6 on erasure and shredding of hard disks
compared to DIN 66399 standard
Feel free to contact us to get a price estimate in relation to
the number of units that you want to erase.

It is the only high security hard disk shredder of its kind. With minimum noise MAXXeGUARD
easily destroys hard disks (hard drives) up to the highest security levels as well as other
digital data carriers like SSD’s, USB’s, CD’s, PDA’s, DLT’s etc. With the MAXXeGUARD you can vary
the cut length from 70 – 1 mm. This allows you to choose the correct cut length for each
product type and in accordance with the security classification of the stored data (classified
/ non-classified).
MAXXeGUARD meets the following security standards:
1.

EADMS: Level C and D in accordance with the standards of destruction of the European
Association for Data Media Security.

2.

DIN 66399: MAXXeGUARD complies to level H-5 /H-6 for Hard Disks (magnetic), to level
O-5 for optical data carriers (CD, DVD) and to level E-4 for electronic data carriers
(SSD, USB, memory cards)
Ref: Maxxeguard.com

